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Introducing Total Network Inventory 2, PC audit and software inventory solution 

by Softinventive Lab. 

 

 Network scanning 

Windows, Mac OS X and Linux-based computers can be scanned without preinstalled agents – 

you just need to know the administrator’s password. Scan single nodes, network address 

ranges or Active Directory structure. 

 

 

 Inventory 

Each computer takes several dozen of kilobytes in the centralized storage of Total Network 

Inventory 2. Group assets, provide them with comments and attach additional information.   

TNI 2 will show your network in all its beauty! 

 

 

 



  Reports 

 Create flexible reports on different data categories. Build table reports with hundreds of fields 

of TNI 2 data model. Reports can be copied, exported or printed, and the search feature shows 

the results before you finish typing. 

 

 

 

 

   Software accounting 

 The list of software found in the network is at your service. Just in a few clicks you will see the 

number of software copies and get the list of computers it is installed on. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



   And more... 

Create a database of your network users; store a number of passwords for different assets and 

protocols; follow online status of assets in the real-time. These and many other features of TNI 

2 will save you a lot of effort and nerves during network audit. 

 

 

 

Price and terms 

License prices for Total Network Inventory 2 start from 99.00 USD. This is a onetime purchase. 

The licenses are perpetual; there are no subscriptions or annual fees. The support and updates 

are free. 

Read more on this page:  

http://www.softinventive.com/store/total-network-inventory/ 

 

Company 

Softinventive Lab was founded back in 2006 by the group of young enthusiasts seeking ways to 

apply their skills and knowledge, find their place in the sun and express themselves. Time flew 

by, turning mere desires into passion. 

Address: 

651 Holiday Drive, Foster Plaza 5, Suite 300, Pittsburgh, PA 15220, United States. 

Phones: 

Pittsburgh:     +1 (412) 928 4717 

London:          +44 (20) 7193 4266 

http://www.softinventive.com/store/total-network-inventory/

